
                                       

Text 

Part one (14pts)
A/ Reading Comprehension (07pts)

I read the text carefully then I do the following tasks

1/ Choose a ,b, c to complete the following sentences :(03pts)
1- This text is about: ……………………………………..
a-The Ethiopian culture b-The Ethiopian food   c- Table manners in Ethiopia

2- To eat , Ethiopians use: ………………………………
a- the hands           b- the spoon        c- the fork

3- The left hand is considered…………………in the Ethiopian eating culture. 

a- normal             b- dirty               c- acceptable

2/ Answer the following questions (02pts)
1) Why should the Ethiopians wash their hands before eating?

2) Is it rude to use the right hand only to eat?

2           3/ Match the words in column A with their definitions in column B: (02 pts)
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Dear Amine

Around the world, people gather to eat lunch or dinner. Every culture has developed these 

social manners in different ways. For example, Ethiopian food is eaten with hands, usually 

from a large communal plate. Several delicious meals are put together in a plate with some 

Injera (a flat Ethiopian bread) and the guests sit around it.      

The proper way to eat Ethiopian food is to tear off a piece of the bread, grab some food 

that is close to you with it, and put it in your mouth. Because the food is usually touched 

with the hands, they always make sure to wash them before and after the meal. The left hand 

is considered unclean, so it is advisable and polite to only use your right hand to eat.

Please, answer me soon, I ‘m waiting for reply

Bye for now,

OKUNKU

Words Definitions 

1-Meal

2-Dinner

3-plate

4-Table manners

A-Flat dish from which food is eaten or served

B- Good behaviors  required while eating at table

C- A main meal usually taken in the evening

D- An amount of food eaten every day  
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B/ Mastery of Languages (07pts)

1- Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary: (02pts)

every year in england people make pancake 

2- Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets: (03pts)
In England, people (to eat) a big breakfast in the morning. It (to be) made of meat, eggs 

fish, toast or bread with butter and jam .They (to drink) tea or coffee with milk.

3- I pick out from the text four words that have the following diphthongs : (02pts)

/aʊ/ how /eɪ/ may 
1-……………
2-……………

1-……………
2-……………

Part two (06pts)                                                                           

     Situation of Integration: (06Pts)
Answer OKUNKU’s e-mail in which you let him know about table manners and eating 

habits in our Algerian society. 

                      BEM 2019 yes we can !    
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okunku @hotmail.edu.et

Table manners

Dear Okunku,

I’ so happy to know about your culture and some Ethiopian table manners.Now it’s my 

turn to tell you about……………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

bye                                                                                                                                         

Amine  
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